
USE ANCHOR STENCIL? 
TRY THESE STENCIL  

SHOP PRODUCTS!
Masking Tape 
General purpose masking tape is commonly used in monument 
headstone manufacturing for temporarily securing various components 
to the stencil during the fabrication process. Specialized masking tapes 
may be employed for specific applications, such as precision detailing 
or protecting the backs or sides of monument surfaces from ricochets 
during blasting. These tapes help prevent damage to the monument at 
different stages of the manufacturing process.

PE Tape 
Clean removal polyethylene tapes can be a cost-effective alternative 
to duct tape in indirect blasting protection for monument stone 
manufacturing. They provide a secure seal to the patch material and the 
stone without leaving adhesive residue upon removal.

Duct Tape 
For years, cloth duct tapes have been used as a practical solution to 
protect the edges of a patch stencil during sandblasting and remove 
cleanly with the stencil. Duct tape serves as a barrier that shields the 
surrounding areas from overspray, ensuring a cleaner and more precise 
finished monument stone. Because of the aggressive tack built into 
the adhesive formulation, prompt removal of the tape from the stone is 
highly recommended.

Carton Sealing Tape 
Clear carton sealing tape may be used as a transfer tape for stencils on 
monument headstones. The adhesive is strong enough to adhere to 
the stencil material and maintain the integrity of the letters, especially 
when used with single liner stencils.  Standard carton sealing tape can 
be used to seal rolls of stencil while moving from the plotter room to 
the shop as well as for general shipping applications.

Reinforced Construction Paper 
3-way fiberglass reinforced natural kraft paper used as a protection 
for finished floors/surfaces during construction or remodeling/repair. 
Non-bleeding, non-staining. Skid and slip resistant. Water and oil 
resistant. Withstands medium to heavy foot traffic.

Double-Coated Tape 
Strong double face adhesive tapes often used for mounting items 
such as pictures or metal medallions to monument stones. They 
provide a secure and durable bond, ensuring the attachment 
remains stable over time. When used with a silicone bead around 
the object being secured it makes for a long-term bond.

Adhesive Transfer Tape 
Adhesive transfer tape serves as a solventless filler during the 
blasting process. It allows the stencil to stick to another tacky surface. 
The linerless film covers the stone, sticks to the stencil and removes 
cleanly when the stencil is removed after blasting. Adhesive transfer 
tapes makes the blasting of death dates much more manageable.

AC50 Adhesive Spray 
Designed to assist bonding to several surfaces, including wood, 
concrete and sheet metal. Contains no methyl chloride or CFCs; 41 
PSI shear strength.
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ITEM STYLE DESCRIPTION

PT14 Masking Tape Removes cleanly up to 14 days after application, even when exposed to direct sunlight & high humidity.

OM (OrangeMask®) Masking Tape Can attach to polished black granite for 5-7 days.

PE7 PE Tape “The white tape” remains on the stones for days without the worry of residue, reducing cleanup efforts and potential surface damage; pinked for easy hand tearing.

Iron Grip AC617 Duct Tape Heavy duty 17 mil duct tape with aggressive adhesive designed to meet demanding applications; easy dispensing from roll.

6100 LPT Clear CST Good for edge reinforcing, splicing, hinging, and tabbing. Resistant to moisture, chemicals, oils and acids.

Cons Paper Construction Paper Reinforced construction paper for surface protection.

SGAFT450C Acrylic Foam Tape Very high bond double-coated tape for permanent bonding. Also available in black and grey.

ATA200 Acrylic Transfer Adhesive 2 mil glass-filled acrylic pressure-sensitive adhesive applied to an easy release liner with excellent adhesion properties and resistance to ultra-violet (UV).

AC50SP Adhesive Spray Web spray pattern adhesive. Compliant with the National VOC Regulations for consumer products and the current VOC limits for aerosol adhesives in California. Net 
weight 12oz.


